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Introduction 



The History of Sikhs is full of bloodshed; ancient Sikhs bravery led them to spilling their blood 

to uphold the principals of righteousness, justice and humanity. With extraordinary unmatched 

courage and valour, Sikhs have always taken on evil regimes and people (Even if the Sikhs 

were against all odds). They had no fear of death and came face to face with it whilst smiling 

and reciting Gurbani. These Ancient Sikhs also had so much love, loyalty, unity and trust 

amongst each other. Their behaviour and attitudes have left pages and pages of unmatched 

legacy and changed the definition of martyrdom forever.  

Why weren’t the ancient Sikhs scared of Death? 

They were in tune with their soul; they had conquered death whilst being alive. Through their 

meditation and devotional worship they had liberated themselves (dissolved ego). So why 

would they be scared to die, we only get scared when we fear the punishments we are going to 

face in the world here after. This lot were beyond all that; they had reached a state of purity 

with the Guru’s blessings.  They have left us with a glorious history for us to reflect upon. 

It is sad to say that the current state of the community is far from the example our ancestors 

left us. The betrayal, backstabbing, hate and envy that exists within our community is like a 

slap on the face of our ancient heroes. But that’s just the way it is and nothing can be done 

about it to be honest. The disunity has led us to be a weak and vulnerable community of 

victims. We may have changed, but the evil doers and tyrants are as strong as ever. Murder is 

a common thing in all parts of the world, so even though modern day society claims to be civil it 

is still very easy to get killed anywhere in the world. So it is best to get in as much spirituality as 

you can before you die. 

This book is going to simply narrate a few stories of our ancestors in brief. We have so many 

shaheeds (martyrs) in our community that it is impossible for anyone to name them all. But I 

take this opportunity to salute them all and thank them for giving their life so I can live as a Sikh 

today.  

We may be weak as a community, but every now and again we still have brave individuals or a 

group of people that still have the same traits as our ancestors. I urge you to learn these 

stories and pass them on to your kids. They will inspire you to become stronger in your faith 

and face the battles of life in a braver way.  

The stories of one’s ancestors make children into Good children – SGGSJ Ang 951  

When the tree is cut from its roots, the branches wither away and die – SGGSJ Ang 317 

The Story of the Sikhs can be summed up by the words “Sikhs, the saintly warriors that 

resisted persecution and oppression, not only for themselves but for any innocent human that 

faced these adversities, until their last breaths” 

 

 

 

Sikhs & Weapons 



After the assassination of Guru Aran Dev Ji (fifth Guru) , the Sixth Guru (Guru Hargobind Sahib 

Ji) told his followers that it is time to be weapon bearers in order to defend the weak, poor and 

innocents that were victims of evil regimes and criminals. The Sikhs started to make a stand 

against tyranny and oppression. They wielded the sword to counter any injustice if need be. 

The army of righteousness was formed, who fought for the good of humanity. It is important to 

note that in this period only the empires soldiers and police were allowed to carry weapons. 

The common man was not allowed to defend his family or himself with weapons. (This still 

happens in countries across the world today). (But the Guru deemed it a human right for one to 

protect themselves). When a government bans civilians from bearing weapons, they have total 

control and power of the people. In that scenario there is always the threat of oppression 

lurking over the people of that country. Criminals also have the upper hand over the law 

fearing man, as they will have the advantage of terrorising defenceless people with their 

crimes.  

Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji emphasised on the message of the Sixth Guru even more, he made it 

mandatory for all initiated Sikhs to be weapon bearers, at minimum they were told to keep a 

blade on them at all times. However he ordered that his loyal and fierce Sikhs kept a minimum 

of 5 weapons on them, this were to be a gun, sword, spear, bow and arrows and dagger. He 

ordered that his Sikhs is always armed at all times, a thing with is referred to as tyaar par tyaar 

(in other words not to get caught slipping). Modern day laws and the powers that authorities 

have make this hard to do or even impossible nowadays. Guru Ji told Sikhs that in this day and 

age you never know at what moment a criminal or any authority will violate you. As Sikhs we 

are lucky that UK law allows us to carry a kirpan.  

Modern day laws are very flawed and restrict your right to defend yourself. In the UK you’re not 

allowed to kill a burglar even if under direct physical threat, to restrict them only, you are 

permitted to use reasonable force. In the real world if someone enters your house it’s you or 

them to be honest, so any action you take to eliminate the threat is reasonable. The authorities 

say the police are here to protect us, but they come AFTER you have been attacked and if 

you’re really unfortunate they outline your body with chalk. They may investigate and find out 

who killed you (what use is that). All these flawed laws are making people into defenceless 

victims on the streets and in their homes to armed criminals (who will always break the law and 

smuggle weapons). So the Guru was way ahead of his time and told the Sikhs that their safety 

is in the hands of their weapons and God. Guru Ji told us never to put all of our faith into any 

Government and forces of authority as they can turn on civilians at anytime.  

Most Governments in the world are disarming civilians, which leaves them weak and 

controllable and leaves authorities with all the power. Guru Gobind Singh Ji said a man without 

his weapons is like a sheep, they will be fragile and vulnerable. But a man who is capable in 

making a stand with weapons if need be, is more like a lion (much more harder to tame than 

sheep). However the Guru only permitted the use of weapons for just causes, any misuse is an 

act of a villain, not a disciple of the Gurus. He said in the hands of his true Sikhs weapons are 

kirpans. Lets break that word down; Kirpa means saving grace , i.e. if a girl is about to get 

raped and she sticks the guy with her knife, it was her saving grace, without that knife it is most 

likely she would have been raped and killed. The second part aann means dignity and honour. 

So the kirpan can save your dignity and honour.  

Any weapon used for a just cause can be a kirpan, but in Sikhi the kirpan is more often referred 

to the knife. The knife is the most sacred weapon in Sikhi, it is a timeless weapon which has 

been about for centuries and will be about until the world ends. It is easily available, cheap to 

produce and easy to conceal. Unlike the gun and arrow it never runs out of ammunition. The 



gun may have its advantages over the knife, like hitting your target from afar, but the knife 

never jams. If you have to choose a weapon just for its reliability, the knife should always win. 

The government during the times of the Gurus banned Sikhs from having the knife, but the 

Gurus and Sikhs paid no intention and as outlaws they made sure they had their human right to 

bear arms to protect themselves from the dangers of life. 

It is disheartening to see that the vast majority of modern day Sikhs place no emphasis on 

weapons, they have started to say in modern times the kirpan is more of a symbolic item then 

practical. This is why most Sikhs carry unpractical (blunt, weird shaped) Kirpans. But the 

reality is that the world was dangerous then and is still dangerous now. I am only alive because 

in the few life and death situations I have been in, I had an awesome knife on me. The Sikhs that 

don’t take the gurus message seriously and have made no preparation have always suffered. 

After the 1984 Anti Sikh massacres there were state sponsored riots which had broke out all 

over India , the armed Sikhs survived while the ones who made no preparations and relied on 

the police to keep them safe, were mercilessly killed while the police just watch.  

 

Where Does the Warrior Spirit come from?  

Sikhs have given countless sacrifices towards the pursuit of a more righteous world. They 

have endured pain and smiling, taken life sentences and bullets on their chest. A real Sikh 

can’t just sit back and let the suffering of other humans by evil people just happen. Sikhs have 

gone to unparralleled extents to make sure that the wicked be punished for their atrocities. In 

this chapter I want to look at what inspires sikhs with this mentality? 

Our Gurus left us with countless examples on how to behave in different situations, basically in 

times of peace a Sikh is to work hard and pray to merge with God. However in times of injustice 

a Sikh is to sacrifice everything in pursuit of justice. When you pray you become unattached 

and gain spiritual energy which gives you fearlessness to sacrifice your life and become 

Shaheed. When a Person does Gurbani and purifies their soul, they automatically become 

brave and get filled with an energy called birass (Might). This energy makes one into a powerful 

warrior.  

The Sikh Philosophy and psyche is all based upon the good for humanity, to serve and protect 

humanity , whether it be in the langar hall in the form of free food or out on the battlefield , 

slaying as many evil doers as possible ( with no selfish motive obviously). 

 

The Sikh Symbol is made up of weapons representing us as the police force of the world 

working for God. 



 

 

The suppression of the Khalsa ideology 
In 2011 we see a lot of oppression across the globe but we don’t see a khalsa army making a 

stand and wielding arms to defeat oppression. The mission of the Guru was simple, he created 

saint soldiers who were to remember god and fight for righteousness on earth. Somewhere 

down the line the Sikhs have forgotten this simple mission. The Sikh armies were dissolved and 

Sikhs turned back into civilians living under the rule of oppressive governments. The Guru said 

every human had a right to protect themselves with the use of arms at all times, the modern 

day laws are totally opposite. They don’t allow you, yourself right of being armed to protect 

yourself. If you are caught with a weapon you will be thrown in jail even if you have not 

committed an unjust crime with it. Simply being in possession of a weapon has become a crime 

these days. In the old days being armed was normal, a person was only judged on why they 

used the weapon, was it for rape or self defence etc 

Sikhs themselves do not understand Sikhi and have formed various watered down versions in 

which the true messages and missions of the Guru are not there. The Gurdwaras used to be 

fortified filled with warriors, where normal civilians came for help from the might khalsa army. 

Most gurdwaras these days get robbed and attacked with the thugs facing no resistance. 

There is no active regiment of the khalsa left, you might find a few Sikhs who think they are 

hard because they know gatka but it’s just display purposes. There is no opportunity for them 

to show their skills in real battles. As an army we should have progressed so much since the 

time of the Gurus, we should have been established as an elite force with a MI5 like division in 

major cities across the world, performing intelligence and covert missions against tyranny. We 

should by now have had an independent Khalsa force Army ready to go out all over the world 

and deal with criminal armies like Isis etc. It is very sad and disheartening that we as a nation 

could not carry this mission and vision of the Guru on. Instead of becoming protectors of 

humanity we have been victims and have been slaughtered on many occasions. Betrayal, 

jealousy and disloyalty are rife amongst the Sikhs; we should be ashamed as a nation at 

present, when we compare ourselves to our ancestors. We have let them down big-time. It is 

very important to read the stories of our ancestors, and we must try and infuse that spirit into 

our own lives on a personal level. Even if we cannot follow in their footsteps it is very important 

to appreciate and respect what they have done for Sikhi and the example they laid down for 

future generations. 

 

The philosophy of the Guru is true and timeless; it is the right way forward for human kind. The 

ideal saint soldier of Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji is the perfect man or woman for these dark 

times. It’s a pity that the world doesn’t see it that way and instead of respecting the Sikh 

ideology their efforts have been to destroy the Sikhs and Sikhi. We don’t have to look far for our 

oppressors, these days many of them are “Sikhs”. 

Dangers faced By Sikhs in this day and age 



Throughout the whole of our history, there have always been people that have hated Sikhs for one 

reason or another. We have been physically targeted, raped and killed for many unjust reasons. 

Modern times still pose dangers for Sikhs, particularly turbaned Sikhs.  

1: Sikhs keep their hair because we believe it is the complete human form, so by keeping unshorn 

hair we are living in harmony with Gods design. But in these modern times people call hairy people 

freaks and in general society is very anti hair. The sad thing is Sikhs in UK have been attacked 

solely for the reason that we are ‘hairy’. Sikh children get bullied at school and are made to feel 

uncool and inferior due to having unshorn hair. Bullying can cause mental trauma and often leads to 

the child growing up with a confidence issue.  

2: Due to our appearance we suffer much discrimination when it comes to job opportunities as 

society leans towards the clean shaven guy. There is singhs that have excellent jobs, but there are 

also Singhs that have not been given jobs and promotions due to our appearance.  

3: Sikhs in western countries are getting killed and attacked on a regular basis, because we are 

mistaken for jihadists by dumb thugs who have been responsible for the death of quite a few Sikhs 

worldwide.  

4: Our identity makes us standout in modern day society; this makes us easy pickings for our 

enemies, trouble makers and even the police (if you’re a vigilante). 

Obviously most of these dangers are not new and our history is full of dangers and how we never 

gave in. Nowadays we have two categories of Sikhs: 

1: You keep your hair and are willing to accept consequences and hardships that you may face, and 

just soldier it all out like our heroes from the past.  

2: Or you conform to society and blend in and suffer fewer hardships due to your appearance. 

It all comes down to a person’s mental strength, the ancient Sikhs had incredible mental strength 

because they were so close to Gurbani, they were under the grace of the Guru and Guru Ji has 

protected many Sikhs in very dangerous situations (nothing is impossible when Guru Ji has your 

back). 

I admire the brave Sikhs and have utmost respect for them (they are an inspiration). Also I don’t look 

down on people with weak mental strength either because it is very hard to endure hardships and 

suffering. On a personal level I have suffered many hardships for keeping my hair, sometimes I’m not 

phased and at other times they get to me, again it all depends on how close I am to Guru Ji. We just 

don’t know what level or state of mind a person is in, my love goes out to all Sikhs who have 

genuine love for our faith regardless of what stage or level they are at.  

On this note I would like to say that these days we are not showing much support to the Sikh 

warriors that still give their all for the Panth. We have become very timid and passive and even 

condemn people for making a stand for Sikhi. For example if a person is tearing Sri Guru Granth 

Sahib Ji and I stab them, a lot of Sikhs will hate me more than the real culprit. We have lost our 

warrior instincts, hence why people are not sacred to tear SGGSJ, if a few examples were made; 

they would act as a deterrent and may ward off future attacks. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Gurdwara Security Concerns in the UK 

The respect and honour of Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji has been left in the hands of 

the Khalsa and Sikh community. In reality the Guru can never be harmed because 

the Guru is formless, the Guru has revealed himself to the world in the form of 

Gurbani. Gurbani is the heartbeat of the Sikh Community, it is our tool to help us 

merge back into the supreme soul.  For some reason the enemies of the Sikhs 

have a vendetta against Gurbani, in recent years worldwide, there have been 

may attacks were Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji has been burnt, ripped, and been 

thrown in severs etc. This is heart breaking for Sikhs, and hurts the sentiments of 

our community in a way which cannot be described with words. The Guru has 

become an easy target because we as Sikhs have failed in protecting the honour 

of Gurbani.  There have been a few attacks in the UK in recent times; I have a few 

ideas which can help safeguard the Guru from attack. 

1: Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji used to wear body armour and use shields as a way 

of protecting himself. In the same way a glass frame should be made around the 

stage of SGGSJ, with a door that allows the gyani to read Gurbani but it can also 

be locked when no one is reading Gurbani. This will stop people with evil 

intentions from getting near SGGSJ, the frame should be constructed in such a 

way that no one can lob a petrol bomb at SGGSJ.  This could be made to look so 

nice and decorative and will only cost from 3000 pounds to 5000 pounds. Which 

is not going to break the bank of Sikhs?  

2: Security personal can be provided by a company, there are many Sikh 

companies and I’m sure they could provide for minimum wage. If money is an 

issue , local sangat can make a rota while to take turns while Gurdwara is open.  

3: suchkhand door should always be locked and the door should have an alarm 

on there if forced open. 

These are very little steps but can make a big difference, it is all of our duty. We 

have to be proactive as a community. Please help in any way you can , even if it is 

by passing this write up to the right people etc. Racial tension in the UK are very 

high, it is important for us to be vigilant and proactive, prevention is better than 

cure.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1 - Sikhs vs. the Mughal Empire  

 

The flag of the Mughal Empire some people also spell it as mogal 

The Mughal Empire was a brutal reimage, hell 

bent on converting all of India to Islam by any 

means necessary. Mughal soldiers were fierce 

and strong, they managed to conquer most of 

India but were stopped by Sikhs even dough 

they outnumbered us outrageously. It was our 

faith in gurbani and weapons which eventually 

helped us eliminate the Mughal Empire for 

good.  The attic of the mughal regime was 

simple eliminate Sikhs from the face of the 

earth, they had one aim, kill Sikhs by any 

means necessary and wipe them out from the 



face of the earth. I will narrate some stories 

from this era. 

 

 

Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji brought Gurbani and Sikhi to the world, he came 

to spread truth and light in this dark and evil world. Sri Guru Nanak dev 

ji was a brave man of God, he fought people with the artillery of true 

knowledge. He was not sacred to say the truth when he encountered 

false rituals, injustices and trouble makers. The Guru was attacked a 

few times, once a person rolled a boulder from a mountain to the 

bottom where Guru Nanak Dev Ji was sitting, Guru Ji stopped this big 

rock with his own hand and the shape of Guru Jis palm is still 

embedded in this rock which has been preserved in a Gurdwara. Loads 

of people didn’t like Guru jis bold approach and had ill feelings towards 

Guru Ji, but in the end they always saw the light and knew Guru Nanak 

Dev Ji was not normal. Guru Ji served 2 years in prison of a cruel 

empire called babar. Guru’s jis crime was to speak against the 

injustices the tyrant was doing to innocent people. The warrior spirit 

started from Guru Nanak Dev Ji, he taught as to say it how it is, he 

made stands and never backed down and he told us to have a soldier 



mentality for what is right. The Guru was very Brave and never back 

down from saying what had to be said, no matter what status or power 

the person had, if the Guru say them do wrong he would tell them that. 

 

Guru Nanak Dev Ji changed the mindsets of many people and the Gurus after him, 
built on what he started. They reformed many gender and caste discriminations. 
The guided human kind on how to merge back with god and showed them not to 
follow mere rituals but to focus on the word of God. The Gurus also started up 
wrestling clubs and all other recreational activities some of which were attached to 
the Gurdwarey themselves. By the time Sri Guru Arjan dev ji became the 5th Guru, 
the flower of sikhi had fully blossomed and was getting a huge following. People 
were looking out for one another, the naam energy was spreading positive vibes. 
The Guru was getting a lot of following and respect from the people. The mughal 
emperor janghir was jealous that Sikhi was getting all this attention, he started to 
envy the Guru. He had his force arrest Guru Ji and said to the Guru stop preaching 
Sikhi and embrace Islam. The Guru was tortured for 5 whole days in an attempt to 
convince him to change his mind. The Guru was made to sit on hot plates , and 
even hot sand was put on him. With his body full of blisters he was made to dunk 
in the river , where Guru ji had disappeared and left the world, his body vanished 
and he became the first shaheed of Sikhi. This even changed the mentality and 
path of Sikhi forever.......all the time Guru ji was being tortured he did not scream 
he remained absorbed in god and was singing the shabad “God your will is so 
sweet to me” 

 



 

 

 

He set in stone the mentality of kurbani (willing to lay down your life for your principles). Here is a shabad 
that was written by Guru Arjan Dev Ji:  

 

Ang (page) 1150 SGGSJ 

Bhairao, Fifth Mehl: 

Repeating the Naam, the Name of the Lord, no obstacles block the way. Listening to the 
Naam, the Messenger of Death runs far away. Repeating the Naam, all pains vanish. 
Chanting the Naam, the Lord's Lotus Feet dwell within. ||1|| 

Meditating, vibrating the Name of the Lord, Har, Har, is unobstructed devotional worship. 
Sing the Glorious Praises of the Lord with loving affection and energy. ||1||Pause|| 
Meditating in remembrance on the Lord, the Eye of Death cannot see you. Meditating in 
remembrance on the Lord, demons and ghosts shall not touch you. 

Meditating in remembrance on the Lord, attachment and pride shall not bind you. 
Meditating in remembrance on the Lord, you shall not be consigned to the womb of 
reincarnation. ||2|| 

Any time is a good time to meditate in remembrance on the Lord. Among the masses, only 
a few meditate in remembrance on the Lord. Social class or no social class, anyone may 
meditate on the Lord. Whoever meditates on Him is emancipated. ||3|| Chant the Name 
of the Lord in the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy. Perfect is the Love of the Lord's 
Name. 

O God, shower Your Mercy on Nanak that he may think of you with each and every breath. 
||4||36||49|| 

 

 



 

The Sixth Guru was named Sri Guru Hargobind Ji he was the son of Sri Guru Arjan 
Dev Ji. Baba Buddha Ji served the Sikh Gurus since Guru Nanak Dev Ji, he was a 
devoted Sikh and very saintly person. He had the respect of the sangat and was a 
very spiritual man. Guru Hargobind was only 11 years old when he became the 
Guru and at the ceremony Bhai Buddha Ji gave him two swords one for miri and 
one for piri, which represented spiritual and political ideologies. In other words he 
was saying if you want this path of Sikhi to continue you must be prepared to 
wage war to protect it and humanity. The Guru told all his Sikhs to buy horses and 
weapons , he also formed the first ever Sikh Army.  

 



 

 

Once a very spiritual man questioned Guru Hargobind and said your 
predecessors never adorned any weapons, how can you be a man of 
God and adorn weapons as a saint is meant to be a peace loving man. 
The Guru replied just because a man of God is peace loving it does not 
mean he has no right to protect what is right against an evil doer. A man 
of God must fight for what is right if need be. To uphold righteousness 
and justice is a peace loving act in itself. 

 



 

 

Guru Hargobind trained very hard and took the 
martial side of Sikhi very seriously. He fought many 
battles and destroyed many evil men when need be. 
All of his battles were for protecting humanity and 
justice (none of his battles had any self gain at all).  

 



 

 

The Generals in Guru Hargobinds Army were very fierce 
warriors with amazingly brave hearts to who took the war to the 
heart of the Mughal empire. The Sikhs made shook the very core 
of the mughal empire causing them many defeats. 
 



 

 

 



Bhai Bhidi Chand was a great General of the Sixth Guru 
know for his brave and daring deeds: 
 

As a young man Bidhi Chand had fallen into bad company and taken to banditry. 
One day, a pious Sikh, Bhai Adali of the village of Chohia, led him into Guru Arjan 
Dev Jis  presence where he underwent a remarkable transformation. His life of 
banditry and misdeeds ended for he knew now wanted nothing more than a life of 
dedication to the service of the Guru. He was one of the five Sikhs chosen to 
accompany Guru Arjan on his journey to martyrdom at Lahore in 1606. With the 
death of his father Guru Hargobind now turned his thoughts to training and raising 
an army to resist the dangers that seemingly threatened his sangat of peace loving 
Sikhs at every turn. He chose Bidhi Chand to be one of the commanders of the 
Risaldari (Cavalry) he was raising. He displayed great feats of valour in several 
battles with the Mughal troops. 

Once Bhai Bhidi Chand risked his life to get back two horses that belonged to the 
Guru. The horse’s names were dilbagh and gulbagh. The horses belonged to a 
Sikh who had raised and trained them and was bringing them from Kabul as an 
offering for Guru Hargobind. All along the way the horses had attracted attention. 
The stories of their extraordinary qualities and beauty had arrived at the Mogul 
governor’s court long before the horses reached Lahore. The Governor offered the 
Sikh owner a fortune for each animal. With his offers rebuffed he had his men 
seize them. 

Both horses were recovered from the Moghul satrap's stables when Bidhi jumped 
a low parapet and rode each of them down a sloped wall into the river Ravi. Bidhi 
Chand recovered the first horse after earning the trust of the stablemen who had 
allowed him to sleep in the stables after he pretended to be a hay seller. It is said 
that the first horse's health became a concern being away from his lifelong 
companion. So in a daring even almost beyond belief the daring Bidhi returned , 
this time well disguised as an astrologer, a smooth sawyer, who after earning the 
Governors trust staged a bit of courtly entertainment re-enacting the first event. 
The Governor and his guards were very surprised when, suddenly the new court 
astrologer jumped over the battlements, half slid down the slopping wall into the 
river, never to be seen again. 



 

 

Once a large Sangat (a group of devotees) carrying costly Dushallas (blankets 
decorated with precious stones) was passing through Patti City, to have a glimpse 
of Sixth Sikh Guru, Shri Guru Hargobind Sahib Ji. They wanted to offer these 
Dushallas to Guru Ji to pay respect to him. Suddenly it started raining and all the 
Dushalas got wet. The devotees spread the Dushallas for drying up in Badami Bag 
of Patti. The Mughal king of Patti came to know about these costly Dushallas and 
he forcibly snatched Dushallas from the devotees. The devotees, however, 
succeeded in hiding one Dushalla. When they reached the Darbar of Guru Ji , they 
presented one Dushalla to Guru Ji and told him what had happened at Patti. Guru 
Ji pacified them. Baba Biddhi Chand, who was earlier a robber of the area but had 
now become a follower of Guru Ji , was sitting there. He could not tolerate and 
vowed to recover the Dushallas. He after taking permission of Guru Ji went to Patti 
in the attire of a businessman. The Mughals showed him snatched Dushallas for 
sale. Baba Biddhi Chand wore a burqa (a clothing worn by Muslim women to 
almost completely cover themselves) and entered the harm and took away 
Dushallas and gold Jewellery. The ruler of Patti , upon hearing of the theft, ordered 
to close all the four doors of Patti and to find the thief. When Bhai Biddhi Chand 
could not find a place to hide except for a Tandoor (an Oven) run by an old man, 
he entered the hot Oven along with the stolen goods. After sometime he came out 
of the Oven, but to his surprise he and the Dushallas were safe, only the gold 
stolen against Guru Ji's orders had melted. Bhai Biddhi Chand escaped out of the 
City and reached the Darbar of Guru Ji. Guru Ji was very pleased and gave him a 
Siropa (a turban). Gurdwara Shri Batth Sahib Baba Biddhi Chand is situated at the 
place where the hot Tandoor once existed. 

 



 

 

Sri Guru Teg bahadur Ji was the 9th Sikh Guru, he had fought in a few 
battle and wielded the sword very bravely. However after Sri Guru 
Hargobind Ji left earth, the martial side of Sikhi was getting watered 
down and a bit of emphasis was lost towards it. Some Sikhs kept arms 
and horses still but because it was not mandatory some Sikhs never. 
One day Sri Guru Teg bahadur was sitting giving a an sermon to the 
sangat and a group of kashmiri pandits had walked in, they looked 
worried and frightened for their life. 

Sri Guru Teg Bahadur had asked them what was bothering them: 

 

"The Emperor had given us some time to decide to convert to Islam or 
to be executed. The time for deciding has expired. Now, we have to 
convert to Islam or die. What shall we do? Guru ji, we have no one else 
to turn to. We don't have an army to protect us - We need your help. 
Please assist us", said Kripa Ram. 

Guru ji is said to have gone into deep thought after Pandit Kripa Ram's 
request. At this point, it is said that Guru ji son, Gobind Rai walks into 
the Sangat to see Guru ji deep in thought. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

"Guru ji, I see the acutely sad faces of the Sangat and you are silent and 
in deep thought. What is the problem?" asked Gobind Rai to his father. 
Gobind is about 9 years old at this stage. 

Guru ji slowly turn to his son and explain the situation as concisely as 
possible. 

"Baata (Son), this is sangat from Kashmir. They are Hindus who have 
been friends of Sikhs since the time of Guru Nanak. They have a very 
serious problem on their hands" said Guru ji. 

Gobind Rai replied, "Pita ji, you are the Guru of the entire world ("Jagat 
Guru"). You will know of a solution to all problems" 

"Baata, Emperor Aurangzeb has given them an ultimatum – If they do 
not become Muslims, he will kill them all", explained Guru ji. 

Guru ji continued, "Some well-known Religion person ("Mahapurakh") will 
have to make a sacrifice to stop this butchery. We have to find a 
supreme soul who will die so as to awaken the sleeping consciousness 
of the people of Hind". 



"Pita ji, there is an easy answer to this problem. You are the most 
spiritually aware person in whole of Hind. You can make that sacrifice", 
answered Gobind Rai. 

Guru ji was pleased to hear these words as it confirmed that his son had 
reached a suitable age to become the next Guru, and that Guru ji's work on 
Earth had been completed. 

Guru ji addressed the Pandits, "Go and tell Aurangzeb that if he can 
convert Guru Tegh Bahadar to Islam, they will all convert. Otherwise he 
should leave them alone" 

The Pandits were delighted that a solution was found and duly informed 
Emperor Aurangzeb of the decision. Aurangzeb was delighted that by 
converting one person, he would without any further delay have the 
conversion of many 1000's to Islam. Accordingly he summoned his officers to 
arrest Guru Tegh Bahadar. 

 

 



5 Sikhs escorted Guru Ji to the court of the Mughal Emperor. The Islamic court 
ordered the Guru to accept Islam or die. The Guru Refused to give in to any 
demands of the jihadist court. In an attempt to frighten the guru 3 Sikhs were 
brutality executed before his eyes, but this did not faze the Guru , him and all the 
Sikhs were focusing on reciting Gurbani.  

Bhai Mate Das was chosen first. He was led out in chains to Chandani Chowk 
under heavy guard. Through all of this he was calm, with his face beaming with 
glory. He walked with the gait of a mighty hero, like a superior walking among 
inferiors. His whole bearing showed wonderful self-confidence and self-
satisfaction. A large crowd had gathered already in Chandani Chowk. A number of 
qazis accompanied him, apparently saying something to him. But he neither 
listened nor heard. His mind was wholly fixed on God who he was eager to meet. 
No eyes were dry. All observers were filled with reverence and admiration for that 
tall, strong, calm, and holy man of God. They shuddered at the thought of what 
was about to happen to him. 

The spot fixed for his execution was reached. The guard and the qazis halted, with 
Bhai Mati Das in their midst. The chief Qazi then said to Bhai Mati Das, 'O brave 
young man, be wise. This is my last appeal to your common-sense. Why throw 
away your youthful life and all the joys it may bring? Accept Islam, and be one of 
the ruling class. You will have wealth and high position. You will enjoy a life of 
peace, plenty and pleasure. When you die, prophet Mohammad will receive you 
among the faithful. You will be led into Paradise. You will live there forever among 
pleasure of all kinds. If you refuse to accept all these good things of this world and 
the next, you will be killed with torture. So be wise and make a wise choice. Bhai 
Mati Das replied, 'Why waste your time and breath ? I prefer dying to giving up my 
faith. Be quick.' The Qazi said, 'All right, let it be as you desire. But have you any 
last wish which you would like to be fulfilled before you are killed ?' Bhai Mati Das 
said, 'Yes. Stand me with my face toward my Guru. In that way I shall behold him 
to the last moments of my life here.' His wish was granted. He was made to stand 
with his face toward the Guru. He was tightly tied between two erect flat logs of 
wood. A saw was placed on his head. Each end of it was held by a fierce looking 
Pathan. The saw began to move to and fro. Blood began to flow down Bhai Mati 
Das's face and neck. He did not utter any cry of pain. His face showed no sign of 
suffering. He was calmly repeating Japji (even when his body was in half, they 
both repeated jap Ji Sahib until it was complete. His body was sawn into two, he 
was thus martyred. 



 

 

After having martyred Bhai Mati Das, the qazis turned to Bhai Dyal Das. They led 
him to the spot where Bhai Mati Das had been sawn into two. He was told to see 
what had happened to his companion. He was advised to be wiser. He was told of 
joys and pleasures he could enjoy by accepting Islam. He was told what would 
happen to him if he refused to become a Muslim. Bhai Dyal Das heard all this. He 
did not feel nervous or afraid. He remained firm in his resolve. Then he said, 'My 
misguided friends, do you think that you have killed my brother, Bhai Mati Das? If 
so you are mistaken. You have not killed him. You have given him everlasting life. 
He has become immortal. He will live forever in the hearts of men. he will be 
source of inspiration to others. Many like him will rise and follow his example. A 
time will come when you and your emperor will be no more, but Bhai Mati Das will 
be yet alive. I will not give up my faith. The pleasures which you offer have no 
charm for me. The tortures with which you have threatened me, have no terrors for 
me. Be quick and send me to where my brother, Bhai Mati Das, has gone to live 
forever in the lap of the Lord.' 

'All right,' said the Chief Qazi, 'be ready.' He was seated in a large boiling vessel, 
which was then filled with water. Then they lit fire to the wood piled beneath. Soon 
the water began to boil. Bhai Dyal Das was calm and cool all this while. He stepped 
into the boiling water, sitting down with no sign of suffering on his face. He did not 
give out even the faintest cry of pain. He went on repeating Guru's hymn 
Sukhamani Sahib (this could be heard until completion  even after Bhai Sahib had 
passed away).  



 

 

After putting Bhai Dyal Das to death, Aurangzeb's men took out 
Bhai Sati Das from the prison. He was told to see what had 
happened to his two companions. 'If you don't want to suffer 
what they have suffered,' they said, 'give up your kufar or false 
faith, and embrace Islam, the only religion acceptable to God. 
Be wise, make a wise choice. If you embrace Islam, you will be 
given a high position and plenty of pleasures. Make up your 
mind. Bhai Sati Das, firm as a rock in his resolve, told the Qazi 
and his men that he was eager to join his martyred companions. 
Under the Qazis's orders, Bhai Sati Das was wrapped in cotton, 
which had been soaked in oil. The cotton was then set afire and 
as the fire roared around him, his face was calm and cheerful, 
as he continued reciting the Guru's hymns. 



 

 

 



 

Thinking that the Guru would be scared , the mughals asked him to convert , 
thinking that they would get an easy yes , they were shocked and enraged. Guru Ji 
was brought out in the open and publically beheaded, his body and head was left 
on the floor as a sign of disrespect, it was announced anyone trying to posses the 
Gurus remains will be killed along with their families.  

 

 

 

WAHEGURU WAHEGURU WAHEGURU WAHEGURU WAHEGURU WAHEGURU WAHEGURU 

 

A group of Sikhs not being able to take the disrespect of their Gurus body lying on the dirty streets 

of Delhi , armed themselves up and went to retrieve the Body. The Sikhs who witnessed the 

Shaheedi of Guru Tegh Bahadur gathered at house of Bhai Nainoo. Their grief 

knew no end. Bhai Tulsi insisted that they could not allow Satuguru Tegh 

Bahadur’s body to simply lie in Chandani Chownk. They decided to ask Bhai 

Lakhi Das, a powerful trader for help. They went to Bhai Lakhi Das’s home 

where he had just returned from a trip to Narnaul to get lime and sand. The 

caravan carrying the goods Bhai Lakhi Das had purchased was to arrive in 

Delhi that night and the Sikhs decided that they would hide in this caravan 

and take Guru jee’s body from the Chownk. 



Taking Guru Sahib’s Body 

It was now well into the night and the storm over Delhi was still raging. Bhai 

Nainoo, Bhai Ageya, Bhai Jaita and Bhai Udda travelled with the caravan 

carrying Bhai Lakhi Das’s goods. As the strong wind and heavy rain continued, 

the Sikhs passed by the Red Fort and then the Kotwali and finally reached 

Chandani Chownk. Bhai Jaita jee, using the darkness and the cover of the 

storm, lifted up Guru Tegh Bahadur jee’s head and covered it with a white 

scarf. 

Bhai Lakhi Das and his son Bhai Nagahiya were following in the caravan and 
as it slowly passed through the Chownk, they took the body of Guru Tegh 

Bahadur and placed it in a cart and kept moving. Bhai Lakhi Das thought the 

most inconspicuous way to cremate Guru Sahib’s body would be to place it 
within his home and light the entire home on fire so no one would suspect 

what really was happening. This is what he did. As he and the other Sikhs 
stood outside, the flames from Bhai Lakhi Das’s home leapt into the sky and 

Guru Tegh Bahadur Sahib’s body was cremated. (this is the amount of love these Sikhs 
had, they gave their all for the Gurus respect).  

 

 



 

 

Bhai Jaita meanwhile was escaping with Guru Tegh Bahadur 

Sahib’s head. He decided that Guru Gobind Rai and the Sikhs 

would be waiting to have the final darshan and so he began 

to make his way towards Anandpur Sahib. Bhai Jaita grasped 

Satguru Tegh Bahadur Sahib’s head to his chest and did an 

Ardaas that he be blessed with the strength to return to 

Anandpur Sahib. The Mughals would be searching for the 

head and so he could not travel on the common roads. He 

would have to travel through the forests and jungles so he 
would not be detected. 



 

 

Sri guru Gobond Singh Ji hugged Bhai Jaitta close and showed him 
utmost respect for his sincere love and devotion to the Guru and Sikhi. 
Just like the shaheedi of Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji changed the mentality of 
Sikhs, The Shaheedi of Sri Guru Teg Bahadur Ji was going to cement a 
change in mentality of the Sikh Faith. Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji the next 
Guru told the sangat that day , that a saint soldier will be created in due 
time to fight the tyrants of this world with no fear. At the age of nine the 
Guru didn’t cry or get sad instead he said: 

 

“He burst the bonds of mortal clay and went on to the abode of god. 

No one ever performed an act as noble as did Teg Bahadur. 

With the departure of Teg Bahadur, the world was stricken with sorrow. 

A wail of horror hit the earth, but there was a victors welcome by the 
dwellers of heaven” – Dasam granth 

  



 

 

Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji created akal purakh ki fuaj (god’s 
army) this was to be brotherhood of saint soldiers who 
remember God and serve humanity in any shape and form. In 
order to join the Khalsa one must be willing to die for it, they 
most totally surrender their lives for the duties of the Khalsa 
Army. Sri Guru gobind Singh Ji made this very clear when he 
first created the khalsa he asked the sangat for a head and out 
of thousands only 5 came forward. They became the punj 
pairyea.  
 



 

 

 

Sri guru Gobind Singh Ji asked to be blessed with Amrit himself by the punj 
pairyea. This shows how important it is. Back them most of the Sikhs that took 
Amrit , lived by  the rules and code of conduct. They were very committed and 
loyal to the principles of the Khalsa panth. The panth was everything to them, 
nothing else mattered. They immersed themselves in gurbani and kept physically 
fit and were tyar par tyar always ready to pounce on the enemy of the panth if need 
be. Even dough they were fierce soldiers they were the most loving and 
compassionate people around, even when they killed it was out of compassion for 
the greater good of humanity.  

 



 

 

Khandey bata da amrit (the nectar of the Double edged sword)  

 Amrit turns cowards into to brave warriors who would sacrifice 
their life in an instant for the Gurus cause. When initiated into 
the panth you have a strict moral discipline as well as a 
structured prayer routine. When Guru gobind Singh Ji first 
created Amrit he said with the blessing of Akal Purukh amrit will 
give 1 singh the courage to fight against 125,000 foes and will 
make the sparrow kill a hawk. Just after he said this a sparrow 
took a sip of Amrit and it killed two hawks who were trying to 
hunt it down. Amrit is also known as the nectar of death as 
when a person takes it they have giving their head to the Guru 
and their live purpose is to follow Gurus teachings and die in 
the battlefield for righteousness if the need arises. 



 

 

Mata Sahib Kaur, the mother of the Khalsa added patasey , a 
form of sugar crystal to the Amrit. This was done to add 
sweetness to the amrit , as the mother of the khalsa it was her 
way to treat her children, but also reminding  them of 
compassion and love. The khalsa was not a army of ruthless 
brutes, they were caring peace loving people who only fought 
when someone forced their hand. 

 
 



 

 

 

The punj pairyea were given the duty  to administered 
amrit and also making important decision for the panth. 
The Guru said where ever there is 5 fully baptised , 
sincere Singhs – they are my physical form. Once the 
Guru wanted to enter the battlefield at chamkaur Sahib , 5 
Singhs made a decision that it was not wise as the Guru 
had to survive to complete a few important task for the 
Sikh faith. The Guru had to obey the 5 singhs.  
 



 

 

The Khalsa army during the times of Sri guru Gobind Singh Ji was a glorious army, well organised 
and equipped. The army helped the poor and downtrodden , not only fighting battles for them. But 
the provided them with food (langar) and help them set up businesses so they could sustain 
themselves. The Gurus darbar was full of bliss and love, it was a grand and splendid atmosphere. 
Waheguru waheguru waheguru waheguru waheguru!!! 

 

 

 

 



The Guru blessed his generals with weapons from the golak, he also gave them 
wages so they could provide finances for their families and the families of all the 
Khalsa soldiers that served under their command. Each pind(town) had a misl 
(crew of fighter Singhs)  their duties was to protect that town from mughal 
oppression and general bandits and villains. This system worked on trust, loyalty 
and brotherhood. 

 

 

 



 

Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji did not just give orders for Singhs to fight and 
then watched , he fought side by side with his singhs, and he put his 
neck on the line as well. He killed many foes , yes people our Guru was 
a warrior and had fights when he had to. He stabbed people, he 
smashed their heads in with lances, and he shot people with arrows and 
bullets. In life sometimes its kill or be killed and you have to make a 
stand and there is nothing wrong with protecting yourself.  

 

 

Sri Guru Gobind Singh ji had four biological sons (he also had 
an adopted son and of course he is the father of the Khalsa so 
has millions of khalsa sons). He raised his sons to be fearless 
he made them into warriors and taught them spirituality. We call 
them the sahibzadey (royal princes of our king Sri Guru Gobind 
Singh Ji) – The Names are Ajit Singh, Jujhar Singh, zorawar 
Singh and fateh Singh. They all sacrificed their life for Sikhi 
following in the footsteps on their ancestors.  

 
 

 



 

 

Once a Hindu man came to Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji and said 
that the mughals had kidnapped his wife and were most 
probably using her as a sex slave of some sort. Sri Guru Gobind 
Singh ji called his oldest son Baba Ajit Singh Ji who was 12 at 
the time. He said take 200 Singhs with you and command them, 
but you enter the battle first and bring back this man’s wife. 
Baba Ajit Singh Ji successfully completed the mission by 
defeating the regiment of mughals and bringing back the man’s 
wife, quite a lot of Singhs became shaheed in this battle. Once 
some sangat were on the way to see Guru Ji and on the way 
some bandits had robbed them, Guru Ji called upon Ajit Singh 
and told him take a few Singhs and catch these bandits and 
bring back the looted stuff. Again with God’s Grace Ajit Singh 
and the Singhs were successful. Guru Ji sent his own son in the 
firing line, most kings and leaders protect their own kids and 
see other people’s children as disposable. But our beloved 
father loves his Sikhs equally. Bloodline does not matter it is the 
Sikhs devotion and faith that wins the Gurus grace. 



 

 

 

The two youngest sons of Guru Gobind Singh Ji , Sahibzada Zorawar 
Singh ji and Sahibzada Fateh Singh Ji were captured by the Mughals. 
They also imprisoned Guru Jis mum mata Gujri in a cold high tower in 
the cold December nights. Some devotes of the Guru used to risk their 
lives to bring hot milk for the family of the Guru. The Sahibzadey were 
told to convert or die, they choose to die, and they were only 5 and 7 
years old. They were bricked alive and when the wall collapsed they 
were still breathing so the executioners slit their throat. Some say Mata 
Gujri passed away in the tower after the sahibzadey were shaheed and 
some say the guards were ordered to throw her of the tower.  

 



 

 

In the battle of chamkaur, there was 40 Singhs vs. thousands of 
Mughals. The Singhs and the Guru fortified them self in a house, 
but they had limited ammunition on them. They used arrows to 
keep enemies at bay and when all arrows had run out they went 
out in bands of 5 to encounter the enemy. Seeing his Singh 
brothers attaining Shaheedi, sahibzada Ajit Singh Ji asked his 
dad for permission to accompany his Sikh brothers. The Guru 
embraced him and gave him weapons and said to him, today is 
your wedding day son, it’s time for you to marry death, now go 
and make your ancestors proud. After Sahibzada Ajit Singh 
attained shaheedi (at age of 17) his younger brother aged 15, 
asked for his dads blessing to follow in his brother’s footsteps. 
Guru Ji too embraced him and sent him to attain shaheedi for 
Sikhi. 

 



 

 

Both Sahibzadey pounced on the enemies like 
lions hunting their prey. The enemy was taken 
back at the bravery of these young souls. Both 
Singhs attacked and killed many enemies 
before breathing their last breaths. Waheguru 
waheguru waheguru wahegueru waheguru 
waheguru waheguru waheguru. 
 



 

 

5 Singhs ordered Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji to escape the battle of chamkaur , the 
guru said he wanted to attain shaheedi, but the 5 singhs told Guru Ji that some 
takes for Sikhi still need to be completed. All the Singhs had attained shaheedi and 
Guru Ji ended up in a jungle (machiwara). All he had was his sword and blisters on 
his feet. The soul of a shaheedi Singh came to do darshan (get blessed vision) of 
Guru Ji before he went for his heavenly abode, Guru Ji told the Singh to tell 
Waheguru  

 

Convey to the dear friend the condition of the disciples, 

Without Thee, the taking over of quilt is like disease and living in the house is like 
living with serpents; 

The flask is like the spike, the cup is like a dagger and (the separation) is like 
enduring the chopper of the butchers, 

The straw bed of the beloved Friend is most pleasing and the worldly pleasures 
are like furnace.1.1 

This shabad is widely regarded as one of the finest pieces of moving Punjabi 
poetry ever written. It reminds us to forever keep our mind attached to the leaving 
feet of Akaal Purakh in times of joy and pain and overcome temporary sensual 
experiences. This is because Akaal Purakh is the source of true and everlasting 
joy, and separation from this is the most intense pain experienced by the soul. 

 



 

When Guru Gobind Singh Ji met some Sikh sangat in a 
nearby village, they had told him what had happened to 
his mother and the younger Sahibzadey. Guru Ji uprooted 
a plant with an arrow and said just like this plant has been 
uprooted, the Singhs will uproot the whole mughal 
empire. It is 2017 now and the Khalsa still exists (maybe 
not organised as it used to be) but amrit and Singhs are 
still on earth. While the Mughal Empire is just a memory.  

 



 

 

After hearing about how the younger Sahibzadey were brutally murdered, Sri Guru 
Gobind Singh Ji wrote a letter to the Mughal emperor challenging him to a battle.  

 

Translations of Fatehnama - letter from Sri Gobind Singh JI to Aurangzeb! 

In the name of the lord who manifests himself as weapons of war via the sword, 
the axe, the arrow, the spear and the shield. The lord is with the brave warriors 
who fly through the air on their horses. 

The Lord has bestowed upon you kingdom and has granted me the honour of 
protection of the faith. 

Where as you are engaged in plunder by deceit and lies, I am on the path of truth 
and purity. 

The name “Aurangzeb” does not befit you, since a king who is supposed to bring 
honour to the throne, will not indulge in deceit like you. 

Aurangzeb! Your rosary is nothing more than a bundle beads and threads with 
every move of a bead; you plan to entrap people in your snare. 

Aurangzeb! By your grisly act of putting your own father behind bars, you have 
brought bad name to your father and by murdering your own brothers you have 
added to the list of your evil deeds. 

And from that (the act of imprisoning your father and killing you brothers) you 
have laid a weak foundation of your kingdom which will ultimately collapse. 



Now by the grace of the lord, I have given the water of steel (Amrit) to my Khalsa 
warriors who will come on you like a torrent. And with this (torrent of Amrit), your 
sinister kingdom will vanish from this holy land without a trace. 

You came thirsty (defeated) from the mountains of south and the rajouts of mewar 
have also made you drink the bitter cup of defeat, your days are numbered now. 

Now you are casting your sight towards s this side (punjab) where you will also be 
defeated. 

I will put fire under your feet, when you come to punjab and I will not let you drink 
water here. 

What is so great if a jackal kills two children of a tiger (younger sahibzadey) by 
deceitful and cunning behaviour. 

Since that formidable tiger still lives, he will defiantly take revenge (from the 
jackal). 

I do no longer trust you false oaths, now it is time for the sword. 
If you come for talks I will show you the true path. 

Let both armies face each other and stand at such a distance that they are visible 
to each other. 

At that time, I will come alone in the battlefield and advance towards you for 
combat, while you will be protected by two of your horsemen. 

You have been enjoying the comforts of life so far without drawing the sword in 
the battlefield yourself (now you will be doing this for the first time when I come to 
battle you). 

Now come into the battlefield with your weapons and fight with me, stop 
tormenting the people who are the creation of the almighty. 

 

 



 

 

King Dalla was ruler the ruler of damdama – he would often Boast-talk with Guru 

Ji, saying, “Maharaj I have strong 7feet tall fighter men! Had you summoned me, 

my men would’ve broken Mughal’s noses, and you wouldn’t have required leaving 

the battle city.” 

Maharaj smiled & replied, “Don’t you worry, the string hasn’t snapped yet, we will 

summon you in other events”. Then, soon in time, a mechanic made a new rifle 

and brought it to Guru Ji. Guru Sahib saw it and asked him about its power; the 

Mechanic proclaimed it could impale through 7 Humans! 

So, Maharaj recalled Dalla for the purpose and asked him to bring a few of his 

strong men to stand facing the gun’s fire so he can test the bullet power! Hearing 

the call, the bragging King Dalla’s face turned pale; he was stunned & bewildered 

by Guru Ji’s demand. 

Now Dalla, confused & nervous, went to his men & told them, “Guru Sahib is 

God’s Avatar, hence, if you step forward for the bullet testing – your soul will be 

liberated and will be placed in heaven.”  Most of Dalla’s men refused to him, 

saying, “We don’t want liberation or Guru’s blessings or a place in heaven; we 

don’t want to die! We’d rather die fighting in a battle ground.” 

 



So Dalla, then returned back to Guruji in despair and told Maharaj that no one is 

ready! Maharaj smiled at him & said, “Then why don’t you stand for the fire 

testing!” Dalla started trembling, lost ground and gave deflecting responses. Upon 

this, the Guru Sahib said, “Then do one thing – the Sikhs that are accompanying 

me, go ask them; tell them that Guru wants to test the bullet. Dalla went and asked 

from the Sikhs and 2 Sikhs came running! And 1 of them, came while he was in 

midst of tying his turban, having last round of turban cloth held in his hand – he 

came running and said, “I heard it first!” whilst the other argued “I too heard it 

first, so I should get an equal chance to serve” – both disputed. 

Guru Sahib, in order to resolve the conflict, said, “that’s alright, you both deserve, 

you don’t need to fight over this; you both can stand together for the bullet fire 

test. Both stood tall, one after another; with great enthusiasm. 

Guru Ji fired; the bullet impaled through their shoulders! 

[Well, they both then fell on the ground; they were then treated soon after.] 

Dalla was shocked and surprised to see all of this. So much that he went on asking 

Guru Ji about the kind of Power behind this? – that your men are not scared of 

anything!” Maharaj replied, “It’s the power of Amrit!” Then, at that time, Dalla 

asked Maharaj, “please give this Amrit to me also”. Thereafter, Dalla took Amrit 

with his entire family. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

During the Mughal raj Sikhs were hunted down in towns and cities, Sikh 

armies and communities were set up in jungles were they were not 

sitting ducks or easy targets. They took the Mughal Empire to guerrilla 

warfare and used many tactics to survive those hard times. Living in 

jungles with wild animals in the dark and cold nights was not easy but 

they did it with God’s Grace. 



 

The Sikh sisters always nursed the Singhs wounds and helped the 

Khalsa army in any way they could, through fighting, cooking and 

helping heal wounded Sikhs.  

 

Once Sri Guru Gobind Singh ji was surrounded and outnumbered most singhs 

with him were shaheed. He disguised himself with the help of nabi and kabi khan 

as uch da pir and passed many checkpoints until he reached safety and was with 



his Sikhs again. By doing this the Guru showed us that you have to be intelligent 

and outsmart the enemy at times, sometimes brute force is not the answer. 

 

Once two contract killers who were sent by Wazir khan to kill 

Guru Gobind Singh Ji managed to slide passed security and 

attack the guru. One of the assassins managed to stab Guru Ji 

in his stomach region before Guru Ji beheaded him. The guru 

was asleep but slept with an unsheathed sword at night. The 

other managed to escape but some Singhs caught him and 

questioned him before stabbing him to death. This shows us 

anyone can be harmed we are all mortal (the guru could have 

prevented this as he is all knowing) but he left us with real life 

example to live by. 



 

The singhs loved their horses, for most singhs during these times the 

horse was the only home they had, they were always on the move. The 

singhs treated the horses with utmost respect. They called them their 

brothers in arms. 

 

 



Many Gurdwaras were attacked during Mughal times; sometimes 

mughals managed to kill all the Singhs and take over the Gurdwaras or 

burn them down. It was hard time for Sikhs who were always 

outnumbered and out weaponed. The Sikhs used to fortify Gurdwara as 

much as possible using tactics to give them advantage points etc. 

Many Singhs and Singhnis have become shaheed trying to defend 

Gurdwaras let’s not forget about their sacrifice because of them our 

nishan sahibs fly high today. 

 

During the Mughal regime many mass executions of 

Sikhs were carried out. They killed hundreds of 

thousands of Sikhs. The Sikhs were given a choice of 

convert to Islam or be killed, they chose to be killed. 

They killed our flesh but not our soul and spirit.  



 

Bounties were put on Sikh heads and the killers were rewarded with a 

good payment. Many hitmen and killers made this their day job going 

from town to town and bringing back Sikh heads to get a reward.  

 



Sikhs were head hunted in all towns and cities and killed and presented 

to local authorities for a reward. This made it very difficult for Sikhs to 

live a normal life, so they had to camp out in jungles.  

 

Once there was an egotistical man who hated Sri Guru 

Gobind Singh Ji and said many offensive words towards 

the Guru. He once stated that he would behead the Guru. 

Bhai Uday Singh Ji asked for Guru Gobind Singh Ji’s 

blessings to bring Kesri Chands head to him. Bhai Uday 

Singh fought bravely and managed to behead the 

egotistical tyrant. 



 

Bhai Uday Singh bringing back the head of Kesri chand to show Guru Gobind 

Singh Ji. 



 

War in them days was not easy it was blade for blade, once in battle it 

was a slim chance that you was going to come out in one piece , if you 

did survive you would have most likely have had life changing injuries. 

We have to pause for a second and think about the Sikhs who went into 

these battles against all odds. Sikhs were outnumbered and out 

weaponed but they still gave it their all. We have to admire their love 

and guts for Sikhi.  



 

The mughal army attacked many Sikh towns in attempt 

to wipe out the Sikhs for good. There was mass genocide 

and thousands of Sikhs were killed. It was hard times for 

us Sikhs, but with God’s blessings we are still here on 

earth today.  



 

One day in 1753 Bhai Jai Singh jee was doing Naam Abhyass in 

the fields when Muslim Governor Abdul Samund Khan passed 

by. Bhai Jai Singh jee didn’t get up or salute Samund Khan as 

he was not even aware of his presence. His Second in 

Command kicked him awake and ordered him to carry the 

Nawab’s Baggage. (At that time such free labour was 

conscripted to carry baggage from one village to another) Bhai 

Jai Singh jee asked him what’s in the Bag (as he suspected it 

was hooka and tobacco from the smell) The Mughal admitted it 

was indeed tobacco and hukka of the Nawab. Bhai Jai Singh jee 

refused to touch this point blank as it is against his Gurus 

Hukam to avoid even touching tobacco. The Mughal arrested 

Bhai Sahib jee and ordered that he be Skinned Alive after being 

hung upside down from the nearest tree. 



 

 

Shaheed Bhai Mani Singh was the head Granthi at golden 

temple; he was sent a message to call all Khalsa misls to 

Amritsar on vaisakhi so the mughals could commit a vicious 

genocide of the panth. He was told if he did this he would be 

spared and given a life of riches. He did the opposite and told 

the misls and sangat not to come. He was arrested and 

questioned, Bhai mani singh said I would rather be cut by limb 

by limb then betray the khalsa. He was given a choice to 

embrace Islam or die by being cut limb by limb. He chose to be 

cut limb by limb. When the executioner went to chop of his 

wrist he stopped him and put his finger out and said this is a 

limb too. He was chopped up until he became shaheed. 

Waheguru waheguru waheguru waheguru. 



 

Shaheed Bhai Sant Singh Ji is just one of many 

Singhs that lived up to the prophecy of Sri Guru 

Gobind Singh Ji, when he said I will give 1 singh the 

guts to fight a legion of 125,000 enemies. At the 

battle of chamkaur he came out of the fort on his 

own to fight a army of thousands.  

 



 

Once 500 pathans that used to work for the Gurus army 

had betrayed Guru Ji due to bribes by the Gurus 

enemies. They left the army on the sly and left the few 

Sikhs with Guru Ji in danger as the enemy ranks were 

making their way to attack the Guru. Guru Ji sent 

message to his close friend Pir Budda Shah, who came 

with 700 strong army and his own family. 2 of his sons 

and 5 nephews were killed in the battle. Sri Guru Gobind 

Singh ji gave pir Buddha shah a robe of honour after the 

battle. 16 years later the pir and the rest of his family 

was killed by the orders of wazir khan. 



 

The mughal army had lay siege around the fort of anadpur for 9 

months , all rations in the fort were near ending , the Sikhs were 

hungry and in great hardship. 40 Singhs couldn’t take the hunger 

and decided to return home, the Guru said you can go but before 

you do just sign this paper that I’m not your Guru and you are not 

my Sikh. All forty of them signed it (bedwava – disclaimer). When 

they got home, they were not welcomed by their wives saying that 

you left the Guru in his time of need, they Singhs felt guilty and 

decided to make their way back. When they caught up with the 

guru he was being chased by a regiment of the mughal army. All 

40 singhs intervened and attained shaheedi, these singhs are 

known at the chali muktey or 40 redeemed ones. Mahan singh was 

still breathing when Guru ji embraced him in his lap, the singhs 

last request was that Guru ji tear the badawa. We all make 

mistakes and can get further away from the Guru, but if we try our 



best and try to get closer to him, the Guru will help us and 

embrace us as he did with those Singhs. 

 

Shaheed bhai jivan singh was the singh that 

risked his life to bring the head of Sri Guru 

Teg Bahadur Ji to Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji. 

He joined the khalsa army and was a loyal 

servant of the Guru and army. He attained 

shaheedi fighting like a lion at the battle of 

chamkaur. 



 

Banda singh badhadur was handpicked by Sri Guru 

Gobind Singh Ji to leads the khalsa army to uproot the 

mughal empire and free the people from the terror of the 

mughals. Banda Singh Bahadur with Gurus jis blessing 

managed to punish many culprits of tyranny and help the 

downtrodden and give them relief from oppression.  

Unfortunately after a few years against all odds the 

overwhelming numbers of the mughals managed to 

arrest banda Singh Bahadur and some of his Singhs.  

Baba jis son ajay Singh who was four at the time was 

also caught with the Singhs. Both father and son were 

tortured brutality, ajay singhs heart was cut out and put 



into Banda Singh Bahadur mouth. Both Sikhs were doing 

simran while being tortured.   

 

The Singhs always used to take the nishan sahib into 

battlefield to show that akal purakhs fauj is here and all 

victory will be akal purakhs.  



 

At Anan          Guru Gobind Singh was along with a few hundred of his Sikhs. A 
Mughal army under the Subedars of Sirhind and Lahore marched 
against the Guru. They laid siege to the Anandpur Fort. For many 
months, the Sikhs fought with determination and kept the enemy at bay. 
It was there that Sikh warriors displayed a miraculous new spirit The 
Mughal Commanders sent a fierce war-elephant to smash the gate of the 
fort. As the elephant charged furiously towards the gate, the Guru asked 
one of his Sikhs to go out and fight the wild beast, but no one dared 
face the ferocious drunken elephant. It was Bhai Bachitter Singh who 
took up the challenge and armed with a Nagni (a special spear), which 
Guru Gobind Singh gave to him, went out to face the armoured 
elephant, which came charging. The Mughal army on the one side and 
the Guru and his Sikhs on the other watched the battle. To the relief and 
amazement of all, the brave Bhai Bachitter Singh threw the Nagni Spear 
at the forehead of the elephant, which pierced the iron plate and killed 
the elephant. The weapon with which he fought and killed the elephant 
can still be seen at the Anandpur museum. Bhai Sahib Attained 
Shaheedi at Sarsa River when he was fighting against perusing Mughal 
forces that wanted to destroy the Sikhs. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Baj Singh was a very famous Singh amongst the Sikhs and Mughals know for his 

fighting skills and warrior spirit. He was physically strong and brave and loved 

the battlefield. He was responsible for the deaths of many tyrants. Baj Singh was 

one of the 740 Sikhs captured along with Banda Bahadur at Gurdas Nangal and 

brought to Delhi. While about 700 Singhs had been executed in March 1716, 

some of the Sikh leaders, along with Baj Singh and Fateh Singh, were kept alive 

to gain information about their treasure. When finally they were being executed 

near Qutab Minar on June 10th, 1716, Emperor Farukh Siyar sarcastically asked if 

the famous Baj Singh, with his so-called unmatched valour, was present there. 

Bal Singh proudly announced his presence and demanded to be freed from his 

shackles if his valour was to be tested. As soon as his chains were removed, Baj 

Singh snatched a sword from a Mughal soldier, pounced upon the surrounding 

soldiers, and sent them running for their lives. He slashed the heads of seven 

guards before they could make him a shaheed. Emperor Farukh Siyar had a 

narrow escape but was sliced; the mughals had to use arrows to put the Singh 

down. 



 

Once the Mughal army managed to totally take control of Sri Harimander Sahib 

Ji. They had hundreds of army members taking siege. Sri Guru Granth Sahib Jis 

parkash was removed and massa rangher the general of the mughals put his seat 

in its place and started smoking hukka and had dancing girls in the darbar sahib. 

Sikhs did not know what to do as most of them had been massacred and the living 

Sikhs were very low in numbers. About two hundred Sikhs camping in the jungle 

decided to attack harimander Sahib and reclaim it or die trying. Two Singhs got 

up and said why put all of you at risk; we will bring back the head of massa 

rangher with Gurus kirpa. Both Singhs disguised as farmers and filled up with 

two sacks with stones and rubble (it was a disguise for money). They passed all 

checkpoints and told the guards that they were here to pay their taxes to the 

Mughal Empire. The managed to reach the darbar, and threw the sacks in front of 

massa rangher , his face lit up and when he bent forward to pick up the bag one 

of the Singhs chopped of his head and other Singh put it on his spear. They killed 

the guards and managed to get on their horses and escape. This was a very 

brave and daring act, it was defiantly a suicidal mission, it is only with Gurus 

kirpa they managed to accomplish this.  



 

Whenever Hindus or Sikhs got married, the law was that 

the mughals had the right to the women on the first night. 

People had to do wedding on the sly, but on some 

occasions the mughals used to find out and kidnap the 

bride and any other pretty girl from that down. On so 

many occasions the khalsa army rescued these women. 

Most of the rescued women took Amrit and became 

warriors and fought for the Khalsa army.  



 

Even dough most of the Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji’s live 

was spent under attack from the mughals, he never lost 

focus on why he was here on earth, he taught disabled 

people raag kirtan, he invented instruments and taught 

Sikhs how to pray and achieve salvation. He completed 

many Granths to guide the khalsa. Even under battle 

circumstances which are stressful the Guru and the 

Sikhs remained in eternal bliss singing the praises of 

waheguru.  



 

There were many ups and downs during the mughal raj, 

sometimes Sikhs were winning other times we were 

being massacred. But the Sikhs remained united, it was 

a proper brotherhood. The mughals could not alter our 

brave spirit. Gurdwaras were fortified and guarded at all 

times, the khalsa remained tyaar par tyaar and lived with 

honour until their last breaths. 



 

Once a father and son were arrested for being Sikh, they 

were asked to convert to Islam or die on the wheel of 

death. Both of them argued on who wanted to go first on 

the wheel. This is the legend of father and son shabaz 

Singh and subeg Singh. 



 

Shaheed Bhai Taru Singh was a devout Sikh, who used to serve 

the warrior Singhs langar every time they passed his town. 

Local informers told the authorities of his actions, he was 

arrested and asked to convert to Islam or be killed. He refused 

to convert, therefore He was tortured in a very bad way, and 

his hair was cut from his skull. He sat their immersed in 

Gurbani and remembering his Guru.  



 

Bibi Harsharan Kaur is regarded as the last shaheed of the battle of 

chamkaur. When the battle was over the bodies of the elder 

Sahibzadey and 33 Singhs lay there alongside the dead mughals. The 

area was cordoned off by Mughals who placed armed guards near the 

location of the dead bodies. Bibi harsharan kaur could not sleep or rest 

knowing that her khalsa brothers who died for the panth were just 

laying there. She managed to sneak past security she gathered the 

Singhs bodies and piled up and cremated them and sat next to the fire 

reading kirtan sohalia, by that time mughal guards had surrounded her 

, she drew her sword and killed two guards but was over powered and 

stabbed and then thrown into the fire. 

 



 

About 200 Sikh women who had been kidnapped from local 

towns were being held at a mughal fort. The word was sent to 

khalsa Armies and Singhs in the jungles, the plight of their 

sisters, mothers and daughters hurt their tender hearts. They 

had no choice but to fight to free them or die trying. They 

needed to canon they fort walls in, but after a shot the wheel 

broke, 20 singhs acted as the wheel and each Singh became 



shaheed after the shot due to the kickback. But they managed 

to penetrate the wall and rescue some of the Sikh women. 

 

 Baba Deep Singh Ji was a well respected Singh, who loved the 

battlefield but also was known amongst the panth for his spirituality. 

He had written four Sri Guru Granths Sahibs by hand, some of these 

can be seen in some Gurdwaras today.  He also took the martial side 

and physical training very seriously, all he did was jaap naam and train 

and serve the panth. He fought many battles for the panth and with 

divine grace survived them all while slaying many enemies. Once a 

Singh from out of town came to Baba Deep Singh ji's camp and told 

them the plight of Sri Harimander Sahib. It was under mughal control, 

halal meat was being served and all sorts of misdeeds was going on. 

Baba deep Singh Ji shacked with biras(warrior spirit) and could not 

tolerate this. He would free harimander Sahib and die trying. The 

Singhs did an ardas and Baba Ji drew a lion and told his jatha who ever 

crosses this will not come back alive today , only cross if you are 



willing to die. The Singhs crossed and the battle took place , Baba 

Deep Singh Ji was beheaded in the battle, but he picked his head up 

and kept on fighting until harimander Sahib was free, then he placed 

his head in the direction of Harimander Sahib and breathed his last.  

 



 



 

Mai Bhago was a brave Sikh warrior, she led the 40 

redeemed ones back to help Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji, 

her and Guru ji were the sole survivors of the battle in 

which all 40 Singhs lost their lives and became shaheed. 

She had 9 slice wounds on her body; she was taken to 

the nearest Sikh camp and was fully healed within a few 

weeks. Guru Ji then asked her to go home, but she 

declined and said she wanted to serve the Khalsa army; 



Guru ji gave her a duty as one of his personal 

bodyguards.  

 

Hakikat Singh was a 17 year old boy, who did not have much 

facial hair so he was not easily recognisable as a Sikh. His 

mother pleaded with the arresting emperor, that her son was a 

Muslim and not a Sikh. They fell for it and was about to release 

him. He said no my mum is a lair; I am a Sikh of the Guru, and 

will never turn my back on this fact. He was executed when he 

refused to convert to Islam. 



 

Times got really hard for Sikhs, no Sikhs could be seen in towns and villages, and 

they were either hiding in jungles, arrested or killed. most Gurdwaras had been 

taken over by mughals and used as their forts. Once bhai bota and gurcha were 

hiding in the jungle near the pathway. Two mughal officers on horseback were 

riding past and they were mocking Guru Gobind Singh Ji and the Sikhs, saying 

where are these brave lions nowadays, they are hiding like sheep, bhai Gurcha 

grabbed his sword and went to attack , but bhai bota stopped him and said wait 

brother you will get your time. They both decided to make a statement to answer 

back the mughals comments. They built a little wall and put a nishan sahib up 

near a main mughal town. They stopped any passerby (traders) etc and asked for 

tax to be paid for them to enter khalsa raj, the traders paid and then reported it to 

the local mughal officers, saying Sikhs have set their own borders up. Shocked at 

this he sent 200 horsemen for two singhs. A battle took place. The two singhs 

killed the first batch of twenty, then the second batch, seeing their bravery the 

mughals were too scared to approach the Singhs they fired arrows at them 

instead which wounded the singhs, they then approached the singhs and stabbed 

them and hit them with sticks breaking most of their bones. Even then the Singhs 

were crawling towards the enemy and taunting them. Waheguru to the brave 

lions, who made a massive statement.  



 

 

Shaheed bhai tara singh van was a very religious Sikh, he had a lot of respect from the Sikh community, he was 

a farmer and always had room for travelling singhs to come and stay, he used to feed them and teach them 

things about Sikhi. After the shaheedi of banda singh bahadur , the Sikh movement had died down a little and 

singhs started settling down and keeping d-low. The shaheedi of banda Singhs bahadur had struck a bit of a 

blow in the mindset of Sikhs who felt a bit disorganised and lost. So most Sikhs just worked and concentrated 

on their gurbani. A local rich man who never liked the Sikhs used to let his horses graze on the fields of singhs , 

destroying the Singhs crops. Local singhs confronted him and he threatened to get them killed, the singhs 

came to bhai tara singh for help, this lead to a confrontation between the rich man and bhai sahib which 

ended up in the rich man being beaten up badly by bhai sahib. This snake of a man went to mughals for help 

and lied to them that a new singh is starting a rebellion against the mughals again, the mughals were shocked 

and thought that Sikhs had backed down. The mughal decided to send a large army to kill bhai sahib and the 

few Singhs.  Local friends heard of the mughals plans and told bhai sahib to leave and come back when things 

cool down, he said Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji came to me and told me my time for shaheedi is here. A battle 

took place in which twenty singhs fought bravely a group of 300 mughals. After the shaheedi of the singhs , 

Sikhs from all over heard of their bravery, a lot of Sikhs took amrit and decided to regroup and confront the 

mugal army again. Bhai Sahib is also famous for saying “when the blades of the enemy hit a singh in the 

battlefield loads of the Singhs get wiped away” Waheguru! 

 

 



 

 

Most Sikh men were shaheed or fighting mughals across the 

country, the women and kids used to get arrested and kept in 

jail. They were tortured and told to convert or die. Even Sikh 

babies were killed but the women never gave in they kept 

saying waheguru and saying to the mughals these young souls 

will come back and be the Singhs that will finish your evil 

empire.  



 

Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji and the Singh had to evacuate the fort 

of Anandpur sahib he left behind 100 Sikh women and 10 Sikh 

men to look after the fort until they return. Breaking all oaths 

and promises made in the peace treaty with Guru Ji the 

mughals decided to loot the fort, to their surprise they were 

met with bullets of the singhnis. All hundred women and 10 

singhs attained shaheedi defending the fort. The mughal 

commander said “were there is this much fighting spirit in a 

women of a nation that nation cannot be conquered”. 



 

Sikh women were entrusted with many missions for the panth, they fought side by side along 

the men and killed many enemies before their final breaths. 

 

Eventually the khalsa army that Guru ji created wiped out the mughal army, it was hard and a 

tough journey but in the end with God’s grace the khalsa was victorious. Our loyalty should 

always be to our true general Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji , not any other worldly force.  

 



 

Chapter 2 – Sikhs vs. British Rule 

 

The British empire was very powerful and had invaded a 

lot of countries, they were very powerful. Their eyes 

turned to India due to its vast natural resources and 

riches. Unlike the mughals who were just brutal, the 

British were brutal but also very smart. They had many 

tactics to eliminate our faith and make us into slaves. 

They distorted our religion, killed us and targeted 

Gurbani as they knew this is where Sikhs got their 

strength from. They used to pay sell out Sikhs to distort 

real Sikh traditions to weaken us and divide us. Even 

until now the seeds they planted still affect our nation.  



 

One tactic of the British was to destroy peace and harmony within Gurdwaras, they created 

divides and politics with caused infighting which meant less focus on them. They put villains in 

charge of Gurdwaras who were told to create mischief and misuse the sangats money. Many 

Gurdwara reform movements started in which the Sikhs were brutally shot (by hired thugs) 

while protesting. 



 

The British banned akhand parths, when Sikhs protested about 

this they again were killed by the slave police serving the 

British Empire. As you can see the British drained us spiritually 

and physically which weakened our community. By destroying 

the harmony in Gurdwaras they managed to serve a major blow 

upon our community. When the root is weal the branches are 

also weak.  



 

22 year old balbir kaur and her 2 year old son were shot dead 

when protesting against the prohibition of akhand parths.  



 

Once a train of Sikh prisoners who were arrested for protesting 

against the prohibition of akhand parths were being 

transported to jail for execution. A jatha of Sikhs heard the 

train would stop in their town they asked the police and 

authorities just to stop the train so they could give their 

brothers and sisters one last meal before their death. The 

police refused, so the sangat blocked the rail way and the 

driver did not stop, after killing loads of Sikhs the train was 

stopped due to bodies trapping the wheels.  



 

The British empire banned akahad parths and also banned 

kirpans of Sikhs, a young boy at the age of seven burst into the 

supreme court wearing a 3ft kirpan and shouted out bole 

sohnihal , the court did not take the kid seriously and started 

laughing. They orders a punishment of whip lashes to his hand, 

every time he was hit, he said waheguru, after 200 lashes, he 

did not even show a single sign of a tear. The judge knew if a 7 

year old kid had this much determination, what about other 

Sikhs, he thought this would cause more Sikhs to rebel against 

the establishment, so he lifted the ban.  



 

On vaisakhi 1919, the British government imposed martial law and 

banned the celebrations of this holy day. Some Sikhs from other towns 

did not know of the ban at harimander Sahib, so a large gathering still 

took place. Seeing this as a disrespect to the establishment, the 

opened fire at the unarmed sangat. Killing thousands. Udam singh who 

was an orphan was touched by this as a kid , he put the blooded soil on 

his forehead and swore revenge. He travelled to England a few years 

later and waited for an opportunity to get justice, the time came at 

Caxton hall when those responsible where holding an important 

meeting. Udam Singh sneaked in a revolver and killed the murderers of 

Sikhs. He laughed and smiled until the day of his hanging, he had 

accomplished his life mission. He showed the Sikhs are not a walk over 

and will get their payback no matter how long it takes.  



 

 

 



We suffered badly at the hands of the British Empire, they 

messed us up mentally and physically. The unity the Sikhs once 

had had been lost and disharmony was created within the 

panth. There were many traitors and much betrayal darning 

this time in our history which cost us dearly. I think we have not 

recovered from the damage the British did to our community.  

 

Chapter 3 – Sikhs vs. Indian 

regime 

 
This is a tricky one because the regime was a mixture of Hindus and a lot of Sell 

out Sikhs. The Indian regime used propaganda which confused our nation; this 

was the messiest struggle Sikhs have faced. We were getting killed, by 

authorities, traitors and the media made Sikhs look like the bad guys. In the 

mughal period the Sikhs were on the same wave length and closer to Gurbani. As 

the years went on, in 1980’s the wavelengths were different, we were badly 

divided and the spiritual strength of the nation was weak, but there were many 

Sikhs who had the abilities of the Sikhs from the moghal times. Not all Sikhs were 

saintly some had committed atrocities towards innocent Hindus as well, but most 

of these were false flag. Only a few were committed by misguided Sikhs. A lot of 



innocent people suffered in this troubled time and thousands of innocent Sikhs 

were killed.  

 

In the 1980s there was a lot of discrimination against Sikhs in India, we were not 

given same rights as the Hindu majority. A lot of Sikhs started speaking up 

against the injustices and inequality. One was sant jarnail Singh bhindrawale, he 

became the leader of the movement against the injustices being committed 

against Sikhs. Not all Sikhs agreed with his approach, and the community was 

divided on the way he was leading the movement. But the community could not 

argue with most of his points about the discrimination against Sikhs. The 

government could have assassinated him with a sniper him or got him killed in 

any way but they choose to attack the Golden temple on Sri Guru Arjan Dev Ji’s 

shaheedi day.  They also simultaneously attacked another 37 Gurdwaras across 

India, Sant Jarnail Singh and his 200 men fought the Government Army , the 

battle lasted 10 days. Loads of innocent civilian Sikhs were killed. eye witness 

accounts narrate horrific stories of women being mistreated by the army and how 

unarmed Sikhs were killed point blank after being arrested.  



 

These two girls were 5 and 6 years old, they were at the 

golden temple when the attack took place. Seeing tanks 

indiscriminately fire at the temple and Sikhs, they armed 

up with grenades and let them all off sitting under the 

tank. This is how they protected their Gurus house, and 

innocent Sikhs. 



 

The Government funded many cults who distorted sikhi and 

disrespected the Sikh faith to the max. Once a cult leader said 

he would march through Amritsar with his feet on the Sri Guru 

Granth Sahib Ji, Sikhs went to protest and were shot by armed 

thugs of the cult. The police just watched and helped the thugs 

escape. 13 Sikhs became shaheed and loads were injured. 



 

Shaheed Bhai  Sukha and jinda  helped fund the fight back after 

operation bluestar. They armed up Sikhs in towns and villages 

that were getting killed just for being baptised Sikhs in fake 

police encounters. Every amritdhari was treated as a terrorist 

and khalistani. Police committed brutal crimes against Sikhs, 

just like the mughals did. Sukha and jinda done many hits to 

deliver Justice to the culprits. They were eventually caught and 

hanged; they smiled and said to Sikhs give out ladoos when we 

die because we are dying for justice. Their eyes say it all........ 



 

Religious looking Sikh kids were shot and their body parts 

were sold on the black market by police. Criminals were let out 

of prison and told to kill Sikhs. Some were told to dress as 

religious Sikhs and commit murder of innocent Hindus. This 

was proven by many Sikh lawyers who were then targeted and 

killed by the police. One famous lawyer was jaswant Singh 

khalere , his evidence is very powerful and he even found 

evidence of mass graves were Sikh bodies were dumped. It 



was a complete genocide nearly a whole generation of young 

Sikh men were wiped out. 

 

Sikh men in many towns and villages just went missing never to be seen again. Some were 

imprisoned without trail and are still in jail without any charges after 30 years. So many 

mothers lost their sons, or have no idea about their whereabouts.  



 

Just like the mughals did police officers would mistreat Sikhs women, and rape them. They 

would taunt them where is you brave singh now while we have fun with you.  



 

Many singhs who even had nothing to do with the armed resistant where killed in fake 

encounters, and dumped in trucks and taken to mass graves. All this in the worlds so called 

biggest democracy while the whole world just watched.  

 



 

Families of armed Sikh fighters were taken out and killed to deter other Sikhs from joining the 

resistance. 

 

Sikhs were killed and dressed in women’s suits to make fun of them and mock amritdharis. 

Many agents and traitors set up armed fighters for rewards.  



 

Things got really bad after the assassination of Indra Ghandi by her 

Sikh bodyguards, who had found documentation about an operation 

called operation shanti, in which it was planned to start war with 

Pakistan and then bomb Punjab but blame it on Pakistan. When they 

heard of these plans they decided that she had to go. After indra 

Ghandi was assassinated , anti Sikh riots by radical Hindu mobs 

happened all over in , in which Sikh women were raped and loads of 

Sikh men and young boys were killed. Sikhs were beaten to death by 

sticks, they were shot, stabbed and even burnt alive.  



 

Young Sikh lad being burnt to death by racist 

mob. 

 



 

This young unarmed Sikh was killed in a police brutality 

case. I think it was some sort of protest against the riots. 



 

Just like in the days of the mughals, this young baby was 

tortured to death in front of his mum so that she would give up 

her husband’s whereabouts who was a resistance fighter. It is 

said the child was put on a block of ice, thinking that she would 

crack, but she genuinely didn’t know and by the time anyone 

realised the child had passed away.  



 

If caught Sikh resistance fighter had no human rights they were tortured just they were during 

the Mughal times, the torture methods, included chilli on wound, electrical shocks, broken 

bones , many of the tortured who survived suffer from mental and physical damage to this day. 

This Singh was boiled alive. 

 

There were many shaheeds in this period of Sikh history; they fought hard and bravely for the 

rights of Sikh. Stories of their lifestyles and missions can be read in a book called the game of 

love by Harjinder Singh it is worth buying and holding on to for generations to come to read 

what the Sikhs in the 1980s had to go through. 

 

 

 



 

Attitudes of Sikh freedom fighters in the 1980’s 

 

Cynthia mahmood is a writer who spent a lot of years studying the resistance 

movement against India by the khalsa army. She spent a lot of time with Sikh 

freedom fighters; the following extracts are from her writings: 

 

As I gathered narratives of Sikhs involved in the current conflict, one thing that 

came through very strongly was their awareness of themselves as historical 

actors. There is a sense in which the sacrifices of all the past Sikh heroes and 

heroines are seen as investments, as challenges that have to be met by the Sikhs 

of today in a kind of cycle of sacrifice and dedication. One fighter describes this 

eloquently: 

 

Khalistani Singh: In our daily prayers we remember all our Sikh martyrs during the 

mughal period, those who went through terrible hardships. They were cut to 

pieces, made to survive on a small loaf of bread, and they withstood all sorts of 

tortures. I used to think, “what type of people were they?” and while I was in the 

movement there was sometimes a little thought in the back of my mind that if the 

time came, would I be able to behave as those brave Sikhs (my ancestors) did? 

But finally when I went through it, it was not me but those other Sikhs who were 

sustaining that. It seemed they were taking the pain with me. I felt the satisfaction 

of knowing that with the guru’s grace I was able to pass the test of being a Sikh. 

 

This is required of a Sikh, that a Sikh should withstand everything. What is of the 

body, it’s just elements and with death everything goes back. But the spirit is 

immortal and if the sprit is filled with the love of guru then that gives courage and 

strength. 

 

Another women , drawing on a historical episode in which Sikh children were 

chopped into pieces and woven into garlands their mother had to wear, said of the 

potential sacrifice of her children for khalistan, 

 

“I have only two children, not even enough to make a necklace. If they are 

sacrificed it will be our great pride to give back to guru what was his gift to us”. 



 

Although the attainment of khalistan is the immediate 

goal of Sikh militancy, many of the more articulate 

members of the resistance have a much broader 

conception of the “Just war” 

 

Khalistani Singh: (Referring 

to a portrait of Guru Teg 

bahadur)… That’s Guru Teg 

bahadur. His story is so 

beautiful, because he sacrificed his life for the sake of 

another religion, for Hindus. At the time they were being 

persecuted by the mughals. That’s really inspirational to 

me, that’s why I think Sikhs are in this world, not just for 

Sikhs but for anybody who needs a Sikh. Honestly, deep 

in my heart I feel our work in this world has to be much 

bigger than just for ourselves. Some of my friends say 

that when khalistan is established then we will be able to kick back and relax! But I 

say no, the work is just getting started. You have your own country, but then you 

need to work on achieving justice in it and then the rest of the world. When 

khalistan is established if I have a say, I will send five hundred or thousand or five 

thousand Sikhs right away to anyplace where help is needed. Let them go to 

Bosnia or Somalia or wherever. You don’t get peace and justice without sacrifices 

and our gurus taught all about that. 

This brings us to an essential feature of militant Sikh 

attitudes towards fighting which they are engaged in, and 

that is that one should fight the righteous war suffused with 

love. “He is a very loving person” “he is full of love”, are 

comments I have heard about militants responsible for the 

deaths of many individuals. (Revolutionary fighting is 

experienced as joyous because it is felt to be reclamation 

of humanity in situations in which humanity is denied. 

Khalistani Singh: I can tell you this not only about myself and my companions but 

about all the militants I know. We are very devout people. We wake up at three or 

four in the morning, bathe, and pray for hours and hours. We pray before we go on 

a mission, that the mission should be successful. When we come back and it has 

been accomplished we thank the guru for that. Our only mission in life is to uphold 

the value of dharm (righteousness). People who are fighting for that, upholding the 

loftiest ideals, how can they do wrong? 



 (About the fighters) when they go off to mission they are not excited or nervous at 

all. They are totally at peace. They say their prayers, standing before Guru Granth 

sahib Ji and ask for strength for what they want to do. They way they take out their 

weapons and ready their weapons, it is close to worship. Then when they come 

back the first thing they do is lie prostrate before guru granth sahib ji. They thank 

Guru Ji if the action was successful. If not then they pray and say, “Guru Ji, thank 

you for keeping us alive today, and please give us the strength so that next time 

our mission will be successful”. They are very devout, full of noble sprit and love. 

 

The Importance of Unity 
 

Guru Gobind Singh Sahib, the true King was staying in Anandpur Sahib. One day Guru Ji, told 

the Sevadaars to cook a lot of rice. When the rice was cooked they were piled in a heap, then 

Guru Ji asked the Singhs to bring some deer. The deer were brought and allowed to eat the 

rice from the pile. All the deer ate some rice each and went away. The Singhs asked Maharaj 

“what does this mean?" Maharaj told them he will explain it tomorrow. The next day Maharaj 

asked that a few dogs be brought to the same pile of rice. When the dogs were brought to the 

pile the first one took a mouthful and the dogs started fighting, the pile of rice was ruined 

(they were all over the place drowned in blood) and the dogs left injured and hungry. Maharaj 

was laughing at this scene. 

 

Daya Singh asked: “Maharaj, what is this? Yesterday you fed rice to the deer and today to the 

dogs, what does this mean? 

 

Maharaj said: “Singhs I have given you instructions for the times to come. If you act like the 

deer in a united manner, you will find satisfaction and success, but if you fight like the dogs 

did, you will get bloodied and beat up and will not get anything" 

 

UNITED WE STAND,  

DIVIDED WE FALL! 

 

Thanks for reading this book, please pass it on as it will help the youth 

know their roots thank you again from the Sikh Unit team. Sorry if there 

are any mistakes in the sakhis we researched to the best of our ability, 

may the Guru and sangat forgive us for any unintentional mistakes. 


